This manual describes the ball joint mount for the MR compatible camera 12M.

**Description**

One possibility to mount the camera is a ball joint mount for e.g. wall or cover mounting.

If not pre-assembled, a plastic adapter plate has to be mounted to the camera with two small M2 brass screws before usage (see figure 1). The adapter provides a 6mm thread for the ball pin. A plastic nut is used to fixate the connection.

The ball joint mount consists of two parts. One part (wall part) can be mounted at the needed position with screws aligned with the slide access upwards, then the sliding plate can be pushed down into the wall part. For quick removal the camera can be pulled out again upwards.

The tilting plate can also be mounted with a hook and loop fastener to the bore hole cover or any other surface.

![Figure 1: Camera attached to ball joint mount](image)
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